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a call to resist
illegitimate authority

25 September 1973 - 763 Massachusetts Ave., 14, Cambridge, Mt\ 02139 - Newsletter 175

ON CHINA'S
FOREIGN POLICY

A PLEDGE TO RESISTANCE
ROBERT ZF.N IN

EDWARD FRIEDMAN & HENRY ROSEMONT JR.

A correct analysis of domestic events in
the People's Republic of China requires that
two factors be weighed heavily: a fairly
harsh economic situation and a three millenia old cultural tradition. (these topics
were treated in tle July and August issues
of the Newsletter.) When we tum to the
analysis of China's foreign policy the
economic factor renains constant, but the
cultural tradition becomes less significant
for interpreting events. It should be
replaced with a clear view of the foreign
policies of other countries, especially the
"superpowers. 11 Because of harsh economic
realities the P.R.C. must usually proceed
along a foreign policy course more muddily
pragmatic than ideologically pure, and
because of the coercive policies of the U.S.
and the u.s.s.R. China•s policy options are
severely limited, and are more often reactive than initiative.
These two factors reinforce the earlier
conclusion that the revolutionary example
of China is not appropriate as a model for
radical change in the United States. With
respect to foreign policy, the concerns of
the U.S. left only occasionally overlap
the constricted anti-imperialist commitments
of China's decision makers. It would be a
great mistake to assume that the perspectives on international affairs and relations
which grow out of the political struggle in
this country -- as, e.g., dollar devaluation,
support for Israel, troops in Europe, etc.
-- would or could be hannonious with the
perspectives on international affairs and
relations that are experienced in the P.R.C.
The point deserves closer attention.
There has been a temptation oo the part of
not a few U.S. activists to extrapolate from
one historical circumstance - - admittedly
monumental -- to a generalization that does
not and can not withstand careful scrutiny.
Both the Chinese and the anti-war people in
(continued on p. 7)

In October RESIST will mark its sixth
birthday. Ther are, of course, many radical political groups and parties which
have existed in more or less their present
form for over fifty years. Still, RESIST
is close to establishing a record for
longevity among the myriad organizations
spawned by the "movement" of the 1960's.
Unfortunately, a major part of the explanation of this feat lies in the far
greater longevity of U.S. military aggres~ion in Southeast Asia. Transforming itself
from covert to overt ani back again, such
activity is rapidly approaching its 20th
anniversary. It was this aggression which
we specifically organized ourselves to
resist, and to assist other resisters. We
have never lost sight of this goal.
Moreover, many of those who carried out
the fonns of resistance advocated in our
original call continue to pay severe penalties. Hundreds of thousands are living
in exile or underground in their own country. Many thousands are still in jail or
military prisons. More than one-half
million suffer the economic effects of
having less than an honorable discharge.
We cannot do enough for those we encouraged
to resist, and whose resistance in tum
did so much to impede the war.
Another reason for our survival is
rooted in the type of organization that
we are. While RESIST has from time to time
engaged in positive actions cf its own,
designed to demonstrate our involvement in
resistance, our primary and most consistent
activity has been to provide financial and
other kinds of assistance to those actively
engaged in resistance, who were building a
movement for social change. As the nature
of these activities has changed over the
past six years RESIST has changed with them
by directing our support not only to those
activities which appeared most in need of
it, but also to those groups whose work
(continued on p. 2)
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A PI.EDGE TO RESISTANCE
contd.
seemed to be most promising for bringing
about the needed changes. In this process
we have almost surely made some mistakes,
but we have tried to learn from them, and
we have never committed ourselves rigidly
to any given set of judgeuents. Instead
we have tried to constantly revise our outlook in response to our experience and the
experiences of those we have supported.
In the final analysis an organization
cannot survive no matter how politically
virtuous, dedicated, open-minded and flexible it may be unless it also has the
necessary financial support. This is something RESIST has always enjoyed. While
we have never had as much money as we could
usefully give to deserving groups, we have
also never had to face the kind of crisis
so common among radical organizations, of
being unable to pay the rent or postage.
Presumably this reflects approval by our
supporters of the genaral direction we have
taken.
The maintenance of that support has been
intimately connected with the mechanics
originally established for obtaining funds
and informing supporters of our activitieso
M::>st of the original signers of the call
agreed to contribute an amount of money to
RESIST every month in order to carry out
the purposes of the call. These amounts
have ranged from $1 to $100. The pledge
system thus developed has been the backbone of our financial support throughout
the last six years. RESIST has regularly
sent this monthly Newsletter to those of
you who have regularly supported RESISTo
The primary function of the Newsletter
has been to inform contributors of what
RESIST, and the groups we have funded,
have been doing. Thus a kind of rough
and ready pocket book democracy was established for those who were unable to
participate directly in RESIST's affairs.
As a result, RESIST has laways made the
most meticulous effort to carry out the
desires of its monthly pledge supporters.
We have apparently succeeded, since about
three-quarters of those who have ever been
pledges have continued to provide support
for us down to the present day. In addition,
many p~ople have given RESIST annual or
other irregular contributionso
Monthly pledge income has always been
at least half of RESIST's total income.
During our first three years RESIST ran
annual advertisements which recruited

additional pledges as well as single contributions. The declining effectiveness
of these ads has caused us to shift almost
entirely to mailing as a method for reaching new pledges or contributors. When
Dr. Spock and three other prominent signers
of the original call, along with a draft
resister, were indicted for conspiracy in
1968 primarily for RESIST activities we
received a large number of one-time contributions. This experience was repeated
last Christmas and New Year's at the time
of the renewal of the intense bombing in
Vietnam.
But notwithstanding these needed contributions, it has been the pledge system
which has kept us alive year in and year
out, and which has enabled us to confidently promise $100 a month for six months
to a G.Io project in the South, or to
an exile group in Canada or Sweden. RESIST's
existence would be perilous indeed if we
had to depend on the government to supply
us with periodic dramatic crises around
which to rally support and funds. All
that we have been able to do has basically
been made possible by fewer than a thousand
people who have contributed a regular and
modest amount month in and month outo
In recent years a disturbing trend has
been underway, which is for a larger and
larger proportion of our total income to
come from a relative handful of people
who have contributed $1000 or more. We
are extremely grateful for these contributions, and we would of course like to see
them growo However, an organization which
depends for most of its support on a small
number of large donors cannot remain
healthy politically. Thus, in order to
keep our strength and continue to support
the needs of a growing number of groups
we must expand tle number of people who
commit themselves to a monthly pledge,
no matter how modest.
If every person who reads this issue
of the Newsletter could find one new person
to pledge $5 a month, the effect would be
highly dramatic. In fact, since many
readers of the Newsletter are not pledges,
our annual income would triple; and there
are many worthy groups to expend the new
funds on. Now, no less than in the past,
there is a strong need to, and for, RESIST.
E1·ratum: In last month's article "Pieces
of A New Ideology" by Robert Zevin, the
first 2 paragraphs on page 2 should be
the concluding paragraphs of the article.
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Revolution is the motor of history.
But revolution as it moves forward
also brings to the surface the
sediment, the dregs of society. It
uncovers ambitions and stimulates
the appetites of politicians who
try to harness the revolution in
their service.
-- Dolores Ibarruri
(La Pasionaria)

(photos courtesy LNS)

The advance of socialism in Chile has been temporarily halted by the
combined strength of ITT and other US corporations, the CIA, Pentagon,
and reactionary elements in Santiago. But the heroic efforts of the
Chilean workers and fanners already serve as an inspiration to other
oppressed peoples, and the spirit of those efforts will eventually
triumph not only in Chile and South America, but everywhere.

i VIVA LA REVOLUCION SOCIALISTA EN CHILE I
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G. I. ORGANIZING
PHIL WILIAYTO

(Phil Willayto is a member of The Defense
Committee in Norfolk, Virginia.)

The past year has seen many changes in the
G.I. Movement. The number of G.I. newspapers
has dropped from a peak of 144 to just over
20; the major G.I. coffeehouses, such as
Ft. Hood's Oleo Strut and Ft. Bragg's Haymarket Square, have closed their doors; and
the number of G.I. activists has dropped
drastically. Not conicidentally, this is the
same period of time that saw the folding of
dozens and dozens of civilian underground
newspapers appealing to a freak civilian
audience. Yet for some reason, few people
outside of middle class anti-war circles
seem to be suggesting that the civilian
movement is dead, while the general assumption
on the left today seems to be that G.I.
struggles are, for the most part, over.
The G.I. M:>vement is essentially a movement that springs from class contradictions.
Working class kids, puahed by economic necessity, the courts, or the limited options
open to them in trying to escape from family
and the hometown, enlist in the service, to
become international security cops for American Big Business. They are used to put down
or contain people's struggles around the
world, and are used as strike breakers, riot
cops and scabs here at home. Coming from
families of blue collar and lower echelon
white collar workers, they find themselves
locked into a rigid caste system of pay gmups
in which they provide the cheap labor, while
their work is directed, managed, and inspected
by the sons and daughters of the middle and
ruling classes. This situation of class contradictions in the military, in terms of its
own structure, the socio-economic backgrounds
of its members, and the ultimate functions
it performs, constitutes the primary contradiction in the military, and the basis for
the continuing G.I. Movement.
'fhe class nature of the military also
forms the basis for the relationship between
the G.I. movement and the developing new
labor movement. AG.I. stationed in Ft.
McClellan in Alabama has a much closer tie
to a steel worker in Birmingham than to either
his commanding officer or the Board of Dir-

ectors of U.S. Steel. With the ending of the
draft and the tightening of the civilian job
market, the main motivation for enlisting
has become economic. This fact, plus the heavy
job-oriented recruiting line being put out
by the service, plus the existence of an
organized G.I. movement, have all helped to
raise the class consciousness of today's
enlisted man and woman. Last month, 1,000
G.I.s of the 82nd Airborne at Ft. Bragg took
over the streets of the post and told the
cormnanding officer, "next time you call us
out for riot duty, we just might join the side
of the people". Not surprisingly, this incident
was not widely reported in the press.
80% of the military in the U.S. is now
located south of the Ma.son-Dixon line. This
is also where the heaviest struggles of the
new labor movement will be happening in the
future, as northern corporations flee south
to escape unions and comparatively higher
wages. Riot troops drawn from the Army, Marines,
National Guard and Reserves will be the means
for the State to crush strikes, community
rebellions and revolutionary movements. As
G.I.s develope their own struggles in their
own interest as the· working class of the
military, they will have to develope new ties
and alliances with the civilian labor movement for support, advice and strength. In
this way, the basic connnon class interests
of G.I.s and civilian workers will take on
concrete meaning, and will threaten the ability
of the ruling class to use ••its" armed might
to maintain social stability and, consequently,

its own position. The cutting edge in the
forging of this class unity is racial solidarity
among Third World peoples, whether in or out
of the service, especially among Blacks. Enlistment rates for Blacks in all branches of
the service are steadily climbing, while
re-enlistment rates are soaring. (Over 5~
of the army's re-enlistees are now Black.)
The racial solidarity, militancy, and wealth
of organizing experience among Blacks, as
well as their strategic places in both the
civilian and military structures, make them
critical to both struggles. Building the ties
and alliances between these struggles is one
of the most important tasks of the American
left today, both to ensure the success of
labor struggles, and also to strengthen and
aevelope the class struggle within the military
itself.
But class struggle in the U.S. cannot be
seen as a purely national struggle between
the American ruling class and American workers.
The essential feature of capitalism in the
U.S. today is that it is an international
system that depends on certain political~
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But these options are closing, as Third
World liberation struggles and national drives
for economic independence grow stronger. The
ruling class is forced to think more and more
in terms of military solutions to its economic
problems, and here it runs into a major obstacle:
G.I.s today no longer identify with the international interests of Big Business. As the
general anti-war spirit among enlisted people
developes into a full anti-imperialist consciousness. There will be more and more reactions to specific interventions, training
exercises and cruises. This developing movement in the military, more than any other
sector of the American movement, has the
potential for offering clear, concrete,
material support for Third World struggles
around the world and the general weakening
of American capitalism. It also has the clear
potential, through its developing ties and
alliances with the civilian labor movement,
of raising the anti-imperialist consciousness
of American workers and of helpit,g them to
identify with and support the goals of
struggling workers around the world. Again,
the spearhead in the developement of this
consciousness will be Third World G.1.s, as
racial solidarity expands beyond narrow,
national boundaries and becomes an axpreaeion
of true international solidarity. The developement of this anti-imperialist conscious
ness and struggle is, again, one of the most
important tasks of the American left today,
to materially assist Third World struggles,
to assist American workers in gaining a clear
picture of the enemy they are fighting, and
to contribute to the general weakening of U.S.
imperialism.
Camp Allen Brothers
trade, financial, and military relationships
with the rest of the world for its continued
existence. The strength of the DuPonts,
Mellons, Rockfellers, Hughes, and Kennedys
lies in the number of their options. General
Electric workers go on strike in Massachusetts
demanding $3.78 an hour, and the company moves
its plant to Taiwan, where the hourly wage
is .48¢. Chicago workers demand $2.50 an
hour for a job that workers in Luanda, Angola
must take for $1 a day. Purto Rican workers
earn half as much as their North American
counterparts, while paying 25% more for the
same goods. Cheap labor, closed markets, low
interest rates, tax 'free options, these are
, the conditions for the developement of U.S.
imperialism and the strength of the ruling
class. So long as these options are open, the
American ruling class can continue to hold
out against the demands of American workers.

In short, the direction in which the G.I.
movement is now moving is toward a class c
conscious, anti-imperialist movement of G.l.s
in solidarity with the U.S. labor movement
and Third World struggles overseas, and led
by Third World G.I.s. I would like to briefly
outline three struggles in which I have been
i~olved that illustrate that direction.
HA ANDREA D. STBRNBBBG was a 20 year old
enlisted woman attached to the Portsmouth
{Va) Navala Hospital as a ward attendant. On
August 15 of this year, she handed in to her
Commanding Officer a "letter of resignation",
citing a lsit of ten grievances dealing with
working conditions and the racist, sexist,
anti-labor attitudes of the military. Then
she walked off her job. Within two day&, over
90 active duty people had signed a petition
in support of her stand. Because of the support
she received from her own organization (The
Defense Committee, an Bast Coast organization
of enlisted men and women, their families and
(continued on P• 6)
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civilian supporters), a Black G.1. organization
(The Tidewater Africans), union organizers
tom a local farm labor support campaign, and
extensive press coverage, Andrea received an
Honorable Discharge and a cut in pay of $3.33
for 9 days of AWOL and her resignation. The
Defense Committee was in the process of soliciting support from the Distributive Workers
of America (DWA) local in town (composed of
mainly black women), when the discharge came
through.
THE CAMP ALIEN BROTHERS were 13 black Norfolk
sailors on trial this year for a so-called
"riot" in the Norfolk brig at Camp Allen.
Their defense campaign was the major work of
the Defense Committee to date. The analysis of
the situation we presented was that navy brigs
(almost all of whose prisoners are enlisted
men, and 80% of these are in on charges of
AWOL) are only a means of maintaining the
control and position of the officer class,
and that black sailors were hit the hardest
with the Navy's repression because their
solidarity, militancy, and political awareness
most seriously threatens that control. During
the course of the trials, we were also supp•
orting the DWA's strike against a local seafood processing plant, sending a representat-.
ive to their picket line, reporting on the
strike in our monthly newspaper "Grapes of
Wrath 11 , and contributing money (a small,
symbolic ammount) to a union organized birthday party for one of the strikers. Through
this association, the workers at the plant
leamed of the Camp Alien trials. The union
organizer and a member of the workers' negotiating committee had planned to attend a
session of the trials, but on the day we had
planned to go together, negotiations opened
up again with the company and they had to
cancel out. The local's president had promised
us a statement of support for the Brothers
for publication in "Grapes 11 , but he was not
able to get it to us in time for that issue
of the paper. 500 copies of "grapes", containing articles on both the trials and the
strike were distributed to DWA members in
town by the union leaders. The farm labor
organizers who supported Andrea attended
sessions of the trials. The links between
this G.I. struggle and Norfolk's labor
movement were small and tenuous, but nonetheless real, based on both the racial solidarity
of the Camp Allen Brothers, the DWA rank and
file and leadership, and the farm labor organizers, and on their common class interests
as workers.
THE USS RUSH was a 27 year old destroyer
home-ported in Newport, Rhode Island. The
ship was in terrible condition, and the local
G.I. newspaper, "All Hands Abandon Ship,.,

helped the crewmembers organize a petition
campaign for a Congressional investigation
of safety and working conditions on board.
(This was a year ago last April) Over one
third of the crew signed the petition, and
they got the investigation, which turned out
to be a complete whitewash. Meantime ''All
Hands" was educating crewmen and their wives
to the purpose of the upcoming six months
cruise, which included "goodwill" stopovers
in Angola and M>zambique. The result of the
campaign was a telegram signed by 20 black
and white crewmen to the Congressional Black
Caucus calling for a stop to the cruise
because of the Angola and Mozambique stops,
a rally the night before the cruise attended
by 40 active duty people and 30 civilians
protesting the whitewashing investigation
and the cruise itself, and the resignation
of the official "ombudswoman" of the RUSH,
who represented all the ship's enlisted wives,
in protest against the unresponsiveness of
the command to the wives' complaints about
on-board conditions. The ship's command was
extremely uptight, doubled the watch sections
on the ship, posted guards in the engine room,
sailed with som~ of the scheduled repair work
still incomplete, and cut the length of the
cruise down to three months (but left in the
African stops). The campaign, mich unfortunately did not include an appeal for support
to civilian labor, was significant because
it combined a class-based fight against the
purpose of the cruise, and so avoided the
traps of both an anti-war appeal to altruistic
morality and also a simple reformist campaign
to make the military a better place to live
and work in.
These three different campaigns, I think,
help to show the new directions the G.I. movement is taking, growing naturally out of the
class contradictions of both the military
and society at large, and the Third World
militancy in both the G.1. and civilian labor
movements. The role of the G.I. movement in
the future will be to build mass organizations
that can consciously develope the class and
anti-imperialist consciousness of G.I.s, help
provide concrete modes of expression of this
consciousness, develope concrete means of
supporting Third World struggles overseas,
and build the ties and alliances with the
civilian working class necessary for the survival and victory of both the G.I. movement
and the new American labor movement. Only
in this way can the ruling class be defeated.
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ON CHINA'S FOREIGN POLICY

contd.

the U.S. were adamantly opposed to the Pentagon's policies of mass murder and ecocide
in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, and were
thus on the same side of almost every interpretation of events in Southeast Asia during
the 196O's. Because so much of movement
politics in this country grew out of those
anti-war experiences an inaccurate view on
Chinese politics and foreign policy was all
too easily developed an:l fostered.
There is every reason to believe that the
Chinese are genuinely committed to antiimperialism, and will strike a blow for its
demise whenever they have a fair chance to
do so. But because of constrained economic
conditions and inferior power status vis.!,-tl§. the U.S.A. and the u.s.s.R., t~fair
chance occurs only infrequently; rather does
the reverse usually obtain. India, for
example, has been antipathetic to the Chinese
Revolution for more than a decade, and Indira
Gandhi is now as dependent on Brezhnev for
military assistance as her predecessors were
on Kennedy and Wilson -- making it understandable, if not cause for radical applause
that the Chinese have been allied with the '
right-wing dictatorship in Pakistan from
the mid-5O's through Bangladesh; along the
entire Chinese western (and northern) border
there have been only hostile forces, and
under such circumstances even dubious friends
are sup~rior to avowed enemies.
Similarly, even the repressive police
state of Chiang K'ai-shek is in some cases
the lesser of two policy preferences for
China's leaders, depending on the international situation. In the193O's Mao
supported Taiwanese (and Korean) independence against Japanese imperialist claims
and physical occupation. In the 194O's,
with the U.S. in the war and Japan to be
defeated, he argued that Taiwan should be
returned to China. When the Taiwan independence movement gained some strength in
the late SO's and early 6O's Mao and Chou
did not support or even encourage it,
preferring to (quietly) support Chiang and
the Kuomintang -- even though the U.S.
Navy, Air Force, C.I.A., Green Berets, and
Chiang's own forces were all using the
island to blockade the mainland, harass
shipping, raid coastal towns, and train and
supply saboteurs all along China's southern
border. The policy alternative for Chou
and Mao was a native Taiwan movement that
would ultimately be dependent wholly on the
U.S.A. Chiang, on the other hand, is well
noted for his nationalism, and could main-

tain at least minimal freedom £ran U.S.
control by threatening rapprochement, making
him the preferable policy choice in this
situation. Moreover, this policy will
probably continue even if or when the U.S.
begins to withdraw from the Asian continent
because Taiwan is becoming ever more a
part of Japan's new economic empire (which
Chiang is straining against), and there is
no reason to think Mao and Cho11 w1·,1Jl;i be
any more pleased with a Japan-dependent
"independent" Taiwan than with one owned
by the U.S.A.
The evidence suggests strongly that
such conflict situations between the ideological ideal and politically real will
continue for China, and not only around
her immediate borders. A need for good
economic relations with western Europe, for
instance, is almost a prerequisite for
improved domestic conditions, yet that need
definitely conflicts with anti-imperialist
aid to Europe's neo-colonial dependencies.
A list of actual aoo possible foreign
policy decisions which might generate maledictions from U.S. libertarians could be
extended, from urging Khrushchev into
Hungary in 1956 to inviting dirty-tricky
Dick to Peking in 1971. But these nonlibertarian aspects of China's foreign
policy are being noted here simply because
it would be head-in-the-sand folly to
ignore them. If they must appear motivated
by self-interested parochialism and nationdlism, they must also be seen against
the realities of international power politics, with China more political than powerful.
Even more must such policies be viewed
as stemming also from a domestic situation
of severely limited choices and far greater
domestic dreams -- because of real poverty
-- than do similar policies formulated by
~he ruling groups in the United States. As
argued in the earlier articles, China is
a very large and very poor country trying
to remove as many economic and social
sources of human indignity as it can, as
swiftly as possible. With almost no assistance coming from abroad, the P.R.C. has
had to obtain investment capital internally,
and it has done so in a relatively egalitarian manner, while under great pressure
from overseas agencies.
The above considerations suggest that
the dominant concern of Chinese policy
makers for the foreseeable future will be
approximately the following: to secure the
country against military threats; to achieve
an international economic situation conduc~
ive to stable development at home; and to
(concluded on p. 8)

work with other countries and peoples to
oppose imperialism in the international world
-- in that descending order of priority.
Continuing this analysis then 1 Mao would
like, in the same order of preference: 1)
reconciliation rather than war with M>scow,
as well as an end to wars and tensions in
smaller countries on China's periphery; he
will be primarily concerned, in other words,
with power and security matters, which will
also include such factors as Japan's economic expansion. Next, he would like 2)
access to the technologies of the advanced
industrial nations, especially in such areas
as electronics; 3) cooperation with third
world countries in obtaining fairer prices
on exports of primary products; and 4) he
would like China to give (not sell) arms
and other aid to peoples still ruled despotically by foreigners, as it has given so
generously in southern Africa.
Yet Peking's aims and policies are obviously notbefng formulated and carried out
in an international vacuum. China's leaders
seem worried that Washington will not reconcile itself to imperialist decline, and will
strike out blindly at its major competitor,
the u.s.s.R., over oil, influence, and power
configurations in the Middle East. If that
should happen, or if World War III should
threaten in other ways, Peking will probably
be willing to subserve all other foreign
policy goals to the first, and thus act to
minimize the likelihood of Soviet intervention in China -- along a 4000 mile border.
This fear, it appears, will continue to be
of overarching importance to the Chinese
until they achieve the desired normalization
of relations with the Soviet Union.
Thus, Peking's fourth priority item of
giving arms and other aid to national liberation movements in oppressed countries
should not be misconstrued as the first
priority, which solidarity with the U.S.
anti-war movement might have suggested. The
first concern of policy makers in the People's
Republic will continue to be the seeking of
a peaceful atmosphere conducive to the solution of human problems at home, which will
not always be equally conducive to the
throwing off of repressive regimes in the
third world. Given our ovetwhelmingly
superior economic circumstances, it should
be the U.S. in any case, rather than another
third world country, that takes these latter
struggles into direct account when formulating strategy.
In conclusion, if we can see from China's
domestic situation that the proper business
of American ~--evolutionaries is America, then
the study of Chinese foreign policy shows that
the corollary also holds: the Chinese Revolution is, and must be, occurring in China.
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AUGUST GRANTS
Bay Area Tuming the Regs Around Comm~ ' 9 Prospect St., San Fransisco, CA
94110, requested money for publishing the
secccd edition of their GI counseling
manual, Tuming the Regs Around; the first
edition has been "sold out" for some time,
and is very popular with the GI' s.
Liberated Barracks, 1050 Kinau St., Apt.
607, Honolulu, H 96814, does GI counseling,
education, and organizational work at
the US bases in Hawaii.
Attica Brothers Defense Pund, c/o the
Buffalo Challenger, 1301 Fillmore Ave.,
Buffalo, N.Y., was formed to provide
monies for legal assistance to those
Attica prisoners who survived the genocidal attacks of Rockefeller's police.
The Red Book Collective, 91 River St.,
Cambridge, Mass., distributes political
education materials on an anti-profit basis
to poor and working peoples, and for the
last 18 months has had a special project
of sending materials to prisoners.
Washington State Prisoners Labor Union,
202 13th Ave. E., Seattle, WN 98102,
publishes the Sunfighter, and is currently doing organizational work at
Monroe Reformatory and the prison at
Walla Walla.
Wisconsin Youth for Democratic Educatioa
(WYDE), 216 N. Hamilton St., Madison, WI
53703, is struggling to obtain a high school
bill of rights for the state's students,
and also publishes a political newsletter.
Milwaukee Newsreel, 1618 w. Wells St.,
Milwaukee, WI 53233, one of several
Newsreel groups around the country, produces documentaries and other films for
the movement in general, and poor and
working peoples in particular.
Northern Cheyenne Landowners Association,
P.O. Box 436, Lame Deer, Montana 59043, is
a group that formed two years ago to protect the Cheyenne lands and environment
against the ever-increasing encroachments
of the coal companies.
Up From Exile, c/o Kfum/American Exile
Project, Birger Jarlsgatan 27, Jtr.,11445
Stockholm, Sweden, is fighting for unconditional amnesty for all war resisters, and
is made up of those resisters who have
been in exile in Sweden for some years.

